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Read Carefully the
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Cadet Officers
& “ CHARLES JAMES HALL”
1
Roster Picked I NAME OF CHEM. BUILDING

i

In memory of
Professor
James, recently deceased head
i of the chemistry department it
Randolph Chapman Heads %
V
was voted by the Board of Trus
R. O. T. C. Unit for 1929
* tees at its meeting in the execu
chambers of the State
I tive
Paul Kirvan and Edward Hunt to &
House last Friday to name the
t new chemistry building Charles
Battalions— Garlock, Dow, Reed,
Pinney, and Lane Company
1 James Hall. The building which
Commanders— Colby Regi
is in the process of construction
II is expected to be ready for oc
mental Adjutant
cupancy at the beginning o f the
fall term of this coming col
Randolph Chapman ’29 will com
mand the University’s R. O. T. C. i! legiate year.
The building will be the larg
regiment for 1929 according to the '§
est on the campus when com
roster of cadet officers announced this
week by the military department II pleted and will be equipped with
the most complete and modern
through Captain James H. Day, U.
apparatus known to science. LoS. A., its adjutant. Chapman, a
cated on a knoll at the site of
member of the infantry course, will
hold the rank of cadet lieutenant- 4- the old greenhouses, the new
hall will dominate its quarter
colonel.
of the campus and prove a fitThe battalion commanders, who
;;; ting memorial to the genius of
will rank as cadet majors, are to be
Paul Kirvan of Portsmouth for the ^ the University’s greatest scientist.
infantry battalion and Edward Hunt
*+♦
of Exeter for the coast artillery bat
talion. Thomas W. Colby of Haver
hill, Mass., will be regimental adju
tant and executive officer, while the
personnel adjutant will be John D.
Fleming of Flushing, N. Y. They will
rank as cadet captains.
The company commanders for the
first battalions are Ralph Garlock of
Manchester, John Dow of Laconia, and
Gordon Reed of Gorham, while the Traditional Stunt Night
battery commanders for the second
And Informal Jan. 25
battalion are Warren Pinney of
Springfield, Mass., and Kenneth Lane
of Concord. The cadet officers of the Prizes Awarded for Best Fraternity
and Best Sorority Stunt Deter
infantry battalion received their sum
mined on a Basis of Originality,
mer training this year at Camp DevPresentation, and Appropri
ens, Mass., while the coast artillery
ateness
men attended the R. 0. T. C. course

Annual “Stunts”
Come Next Week

at Fort Preble, Portland, Maine.
The regular Wednesday afternoon
Stunt Night, traditional event on
drill has given way to class work in the University of New Hampshire
theory for the winter term, but will Campus will be held in Murkland
be renewed in April. The annual mili Auditorium at eight o’clock, January
tary encampment and manoeuvers 25, under the auspices of the Chris
will take place in Durham this year. tian associations.
Following the stunts there will be
The complete roster of cadet officers
an informal dance held at the Thomp
for the year follows:
son Gymnasium. There will be an
MILITARY DEPARTMENT
orchestra for both stunts and dance.
University of New Hampshire
The price of admission will be 35
Durham, New Hampshire
cents to the stunts or dance singly or
January 10, 1929
50 cents for a combination ticket.
Special Orders
This year there will be first prizes
No. 1
only, one for the sorority and one for
Series 1928-1929
the fraternity whose stunts, according
Par. 1. The following appointments
to the judges, are the most outstand
and assignments of cadet officers, e f
ing in thei fields of originality, pre
fective this date, are announced.
sentation, and appropriateness. The
Regimental Commander
judging personnel will be announced
Lieutenant Colonel
I later. Last year there was a first
Randolph W. Chapman
|and second prize given, with the AlRegimental Staff
|pha Xi Delta Sorority wiAning the
Captain, Executive Officer and Ad
j first prize. Each stunt will be limitjutant, Thomas W. Colby; Captain, i ed to ten minutes only,
Personnel Adjutant, John D. Flem j
Due to a change in policy this year,
ing; Captain, Plans and Training Of
I the participants will not be charged
ficer, William A. Mahoney; Captain,
; admission.
Machine Gun & Howitzer Officer,
The interest that has been shown
Donald B. Harriott; Captain, Supply
to date makes it look as if this year’s
Officer, Sylvester M. Parshley; 1st stunt night would be the best ever
Lt., Communication Officer, John M. and every campus group is urged to
Manning; 1st. Lt., Transportation Of
avail itself of the opportunity to dis
ficer, Arthur Gilbert; 2nd Lt., Intel play its dramatic talent according to
ligence Officer, Ralph A. Brown.
Secretary Andrew o f the Y. M. C. A.
First Battalion
All groups are asked to enter a team
Major, Commanding, Paul J. Kir with an original comedy, drama, or
van; 1st. Lt., Adjutant, Robert J. tragedy.
Starke; 2nd Lt., Supply Officer, Les
J. M. Clark is chairman of the
ter B. Tobey.
Stunt Night Committee.
Company “ A ”
Captain, Commanding, Ralph M.
Garlock; 1st Lt., Second in Command, TUITION DECREASED FOR
AGRICULTURAL STUDENTS
Robert 0. Jennings; 2nd Lt., Com
manding 1st Platoon, Clayton R.
Allsworth; 2nd Lt., Commanding 2nd
At the meeting of the Board of
Platoon, Eric L. McNab; 2nd Lt., Trustees of the University held in the
Commanding 3rd Platoon, Randolph executive chambers of the State
E. Churchill.
House last Friday, January 11, tui
Company “ B”
tion for the students of the agricul
Captain, Commanding, John H. tural college was fixed at seventy-five
Dow; 1st Lt., Second in Command, j dollars for New Hampshire residents
Reginald E. Gulliver; 2nd Lt., Com i and one hundred and seventy-five dolmanding 1st Platoon, Edward J. Mc i lars for out of state students. The
Namara; 2nd Lt., Commanding 2nd two year agricultural students go back
Platoon, Clarence E. Sprague; 2nd ; to the old schedule of three terms a
1year starting next September.
(Continued on Page 4)

FOLLOW

Honors Taken by
Delta Sigma Chi

The Delta Sigma Chi fraternity has
the highest scholastic standing among
the fraternities for the fall term, ac
cording to a report issued by the Reg
istrar’s office, f with an average of
76.4%. Last year this fraternity had
the highest fraternity average for the
entire year. The Phi Alpha fraternity
was second this year with an average
of 75.8%. The Tri Gamma fraternity
came up from 13th place, which they
held a year ago, to third place with
an average o f 72.9%.
The Phi Mu’s led the sororities with
an average of 78.5%. The Alpha Xi
Delta sorority was
second with
77.4%, and the Alpha Chi Omega cap
tured third place with an average of
76.4%. The complete list follows.
Name

F a ll T e r m
1928

F a ll T e r m
1927

76.4%
75.8%
72.9%
72.5%
71.8%
71.5%
71.1%
71.1%
71.0%
70.9%
70.7%
70.6%
70.0%
69.3%
69.3%

74.9%
72.5%
68.3%
77.0%

Delta Sigma Chi
Phi Alpha
Tri Gamma
Alpha Gamma Rho
Delta Epsilon Pi
Theta Chi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Theta Upsilon Omega
Kappa Sigma
Phi Mu Delta
Theta Kappa Phi
Phi Delta Upsilon
Delta Pi Epsilon
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Tau Omega

Sorori' es

Phi Mu
Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Chi Omega
Sigma Omicron
Delta Kappa
Chi Omega

78.5%
77.4%
76.7%
76.5%
76.4%
75.2%

71.3%
73.6%
71.0%
71.3%
72.4%
69.3%
72.1%
70.0%
69.0%
69.7%
78.3%
79.6%
76.4%
76.6%
76.2%
75.8%

Visit The
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C h airm an

Freshman Quintet
Beats Dover High

In a closely contested game with
Dover High School, the Freshman
basketball team triumphed by a score
of 19-15 in the gymnasium, Saturday,
January 12.
Scoring during the game was
evenly divided, with the result that
at the end of the first half the score
was 12-8. During the last half the
Frosh managed to keep ahead of their
opponents. Bronstein did very cred
itable work for the freshmen, and
Caswell scored heaviest fo r Dover.
The lineup:
Freshmen
f g p
r f Vallancourt
0 3 6
Bronstein
(Continued on Page 4)

B L A IS D E L L
M us ic

Com m ittee

Men’s Glee Club
Not To Compete
N. E. Intercollegiate Date
Dropped From Schedule
Higher Entrance Fee Reason for A c
tion, says Professor Manton—
Several Intrastate Trips
Planned

RALPH

M.

GARLOCK

C hairm an Carnival

Fraternity Men
Hold Conference

Blue Flag Over Road Before Gym Emphasize Cooperation With College
nasium Indicates Skating; Red
for Scholarship, Social Training,
Flag, No Skating; Yellow
and General Morals, in Educating
Flag, Work Being Done
for a Higher Useful Citizen
on the Pond
ship

Bronstein of New Hampshire and
Caswell of Dover Show Best
Work on Floor

JIM’S CAMPUS CLUB

John Wettergrteen, President of Outing Club, Announces Selection of Com
mittees for All Events of Carnival— Carnival Ball Committee De
cides Upon Masquerade Dance— Toboggan Chutes Now
Available for Use of Students

FLAGS TO DENOTE
Discuss Relations Between
CONDITION OP ICE
Colleges and Fraternities

Regulations concerning the ice at
the University pond and the conduct
of the students using the pond were
announced by Coach Christensen this
week. He urges that all students
comply with these rules and endeav
or to cooperate with the athletic de
partment when using the ice at the
pond adjoining the gymnasium.
Flags will be displayed over the
road in front of the gymnasium to
indicate the conditions at the pond.
A red flag will mean there is no skat
ing, a yellow flag will indicate no
skating because o f work being done
on the pond, and a blue flag will at
test that there is skating.
The building at the edge of the
pond will be equipped to enable skat
ers to change to skating attire, while
benches will be provided outside the
building at the edge of the pond. The
University asks the cooperation of
the students in preserving the build
ing and benches.
The floodlights about the pond will
be turned on at five o’clock each night
and extinguished at nine P. M., ex
cepting on Fridays and) Saturdays
when they will be turned off at eleven
P..M . It has been decided that any
one who is found tampering with the
lock on the floodlight switch will be
brought before the President. Stu
dents are warned that the hockey
rinks are for the use of the Varsity
players and for inter-mural contests
only. It is also requested that skat
ers refrain from playing hockey and
from hauling sleds, toboggans, or
other equipment on the skating area
of the pond. It is hoped that these
regulations will be observed in order
that the University pond may be main
tained in good condition.

OUTING CLUB TO PRESENT
FEATURES AT CONVOCATION
Convocation Program Next Wednesday Includes
Election of Officers and Feature Pictures

Tri Gamma’s Rise from Last Place
to Third— Alpha Gamma Rho’s
Drop from First to
Fourth

CROWD

THE COLLEGE PHARMACY

HEAD 1929 OUTING CLUB COMMITTEES

Phi Mu’s Lead Sororities
In Scholastic Averages

Freshmen Nose Out Dover
By 19-15 In Close Game

THE

LATEST RECORDS,
RADIOS, TUBES
AND ACCESSORIES

Price, Ten Cents
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We quote from the report published
by the committee on information of
the Interfraternity Conference held in
December a few items of interest to
students on the New Hampshire
campus.
According to Arthur R. Priest, ex
ecutive secretary of Phi Delta Theta,
“ To graduate men of scholarly habits
and gentlemenly instincts is the com
mon aim of both colleges and fratern
ities.” Mr. Priest continues, “ Re
duced to the minimum, the standard
of the college is a certain proof of
good breeding. It seems clear, there
fore, that the two—college and frater
nity— although remaining true to their
respective original purposes, should
cooperate on the items of scholarship,
social training, and general morals.”
To improve scholarship, much good
work has already been done by the
Scholarship Committee of the Inter
fraternity Conference with the co
operation of the National Association
of College and University Registrars.
The three reports of the Conference
committee have been the basis for
more sympathetic and intelligent con
sideration of scholarship than has
ever before been possible. The work
already done has resulted in a real
effort on the part of some fraternities
to improve their scholarship standing.
“ The two agencies should co-operate to arouse greater intellectual en
thusiasm and create a wholesome re
spect for intellectual achievement.”
Quoting Rev. Bernard Bell, Warden
of St. Stephen’s College, Columbia
University, Priest pointed out that
it is the business of the college to pro
duce men of taste rather than intel
lectual Hooligans. He said that fra
ternities can become a potent ally of
the college in cultivation of good taste
and the quiet graces of a gentleman.
Social training, he said, is so inti
mately connected with living condi
tions that the two should be consider
ed together.
The chapter house and its furnish
ings should be in good taste, and kept
clean, and university and fraternity
officials and alumni can co-operate^ to
see that proper standards of living
are maintained. The returning alum
nus, too, should co-operate with the
college and the chapter in upholding
the standards of the campus, not flout
his disregard of college authority. Col
lege authorities, further, need to see
that where students room, or room and
board, in college dormitories, decency
and order prevail.
The matter of general morale is
difficult to handle, but college and
fraternity can co-operate to build up
traditions in each chapter of right con
duct and genuine interest in the best
things of its own campus, so that the
chapter may become a united moral
force and not merely a group of suc
cessful politicians and individual
campus performers.
“ Chapters cannot develop proper
morale until the silly, coarse, and
oftentimes dangerous practices of hell
(Continued on Page 4)

Bal l C o m m i t t e e

DR. E. A. BISHOP
RESIGNS POSITION
Dr. Eugene A. Bishop, Assistant
Professor and acting head of the De
partment of Sociology in the College
of Liberal Arts has recently resigned
that position in order that he may
engage in more advanced work than
opportunity at the University per
mits.
His resignation has been
accepted by the President and will
take effect at the close of the present
school year. Dr. Bishop has been at
the University now for three and a
half years. His work here is prized
very highly, especially as a teacher
and as a counsellor of students on a
familiar footing. He is a gifted pub
lic speaker with that supremely for
tunate combination of ability and per
sonality. The student body feels that
his departure will assuredly be a
severe loss to the University.

The University Men’s Glee Club
will not enter the Intercollegiate Glee
Club competition at Boston on March
1, according to an announcement made
yesterday by Professor Robert W.
Manton, director of the club. It was
announced earlier in the college year
that the club would again enter the
competition, but situations which
have arisen since that time make en
trance inadvisable.
It is understood that the entrance
fee for the competing clubs has been
raised, making each organization en
tering liable to a heavy financial loss.
Then again there seems to be a wan
ing of interest in and about Boston
in the meet this year, and as the
University glee club is to make sev
eral trips within the state it was de
cided that it would be better to con
centrate the efforts of the organiza
tion on the program for these trips.
At the present time there are pos
sibilities of trips to Lancaster, Woodsville, Keene and Pittsfield for the
Men’s Glee Club, with several other
engagements in the offing.
NOTICE
The “ N e w H a m p s h i r e ” wishes to
announce that in the story of last
week in regard to the nominations
for the presidency of the Outing Club,
the name of Warren B. Pinney was
omitted and should have been included
with the names of William Nelson and
William Boardman.

‘What Is Real Collegiate Type?”
Is Asked in Dean’s Questionnaire
The University of New Hampshire
has been invited to participate in a
nation-wide survey of educational in
stitutions, undertaken to ascertain
the real status of the socalled “ col
legiate” in American college life.
Henry Grattan Doyle, Dean of Men
of George Washington University,
Washington, D. C. has addressed a
questionnaire to the Dean asking a
number of significant questions per
taining to the “ collegiate.”
He
wants to know whether the “ colleg
iate” is the typical college student;
also whether slouchy dress or neat
ness in appearance is typical of the
student body.
He further asks
whether student opinion favors neat
dress and courteous manners or ap
proves slouchy appearance and care
less habits of dress and conduct.
Other queries calculated to classify
the “ collegiate” are also made.
A similar ■questionnaire has been
sent to the Deans of four hundred
leading colleges. When replies are
received Dean Doyle believes he will
have a survey which will be of wide
informative value, which may be pre
sented to the annual convention of
the Association of Deans and Ad
visors of Men in Washington, April
11, 12, 13.
“ I am sure that in common with
me, you have felt concern and some
times chagrin over the mental picture
of the ‘collegiate’ boy or girl which
the general public has apparently
created during recent years,” says
Dean Doyle, in his letter of inquiry.
“ I feel that this imaginary individ
ual is by no means typical. For the
purpose of contributing something
toward the correction of what I be
lieve to be erroneous public opinion
and the creation of correct opinion
founded on facts, I am sending this
letter to deans in a number o f the
leading colleges
and universities
throughout the country in order to
get a consensus of fact and opinion
which can be presented to the public.”
Dean Doyle then propounds the fol
lowing questions:
. *

stage the typical student of your col
lege ? or
(b.) Is neatness in appearance,
personnel of your enrollment, and if
so, what percentage of the total stu
dent body is like him?
2. (a) Is a slouchy appearance as
evidenced by garterless socks, rum
pled shirt and collar, sloppy shoes and
wrinkled suits of clothing, typical of
your student body? or
(b. Is neatness in appearance,
as evidenced by clean shaving, wellshined shoes, starched linen, appro
priate neckties of neat appearance
and well-pressed suits of clothing,
typical of your student body?
3. (a) In the main, does the psy
chological attitude of your student
body approve slouchy and careless
habits of dress and conduct or neat
habits of dress and courteous man
ners ?
(b.) Is there an appreciable at
titude of disfavor in your student body
toward carelessness in dress and man
ners ?

The annual election of officers for
the Outing Club will take place at
Convocation on Wednesday, January
23. The nominees presented by the
committee in charge of this election
are: William Nelson ’30, William
Boardman ’30, and Warren Pinney
’30, for president; William Clement
’30, Earl Batchelder ’30, and W al
dron Lowe, for vice-president; Made
line Pickwick ’30 and Gertrude Eldridge ’30, for secretary. A faculty
member will be asked to be treasurer
of the organization.
At the convocation of January 23,
after the election of officers for the
Outing Club, there will be presented
a special program of features relative
to the activities of the club. These
will include a moving picture o f win
ter sports, two short speeches, and the
launching of the drive for an extend
ed membership of the club. If pos
sible, there will also be shown a mov
ing picture of New Hampshire men
in action.
The Outing Club has recently elect
ed committees to cover every aspect
of the proposed program. At a re
cent meeting of the Carnival Ball
Committee, under the chairmanship
of Ralph Garlock ’29, it was decided
that the dance is to be a costume
affair. Another feature of the Carni
val program is that of having Mask
and Dagger present a matinee show
ing of “ The Dover Road,” on Friday,
February 15. This particular part of
the program is tentative and will be
included in the program if there is
sufficient demand to warrant the spe
cial production of the play.
The toboggan chute, located on
Ham’s farm, west of the Boston and
Maine railroad tracks, is now avail
able for the use of students.
The present officers o f the Outing
Club are: John Wettergreen, presi
dent; Robert Snodgrass, vice-president; Alice Spinney, secretary, and
Dana Cotton, treasurer.
Under the
leadership of these officers the work
of planning the carnival for this year
has gone ahead rapidly and has al
ready been shaped into a well unified
program.
John Wettergreen wishes to an
nounce the following carnival com
mittees: Carnival Ball, Ralph Gar
lock, general chairman; Music, Paul
Blaisdell; Refreshments, Lyle F ar
rell; Favors, John Kelly, chairman,
Jane Blake, Alice Spinney; Decora
tions, David M. Beck, chairman,
Claire Moynihan, Marjorie Britton,
Hattie Record, Kenneth Robinson,
Joseph Terry, Robert Leitch, Alex
Currie;
Transportation,
Waldron
Lowe; Ice Carnival, New Hampshire
Club as committee, William Clement,
president of N. H. Club, chairman;
Toboggan Chute, Marshall Messen
ger, chairman, Keith Burdett, Joseph
Ennis; Publicity, George
Hadley,
chairman, Gordon Seavey, Ralph Fow
ler; Rooms, Blue Key Senior Society
in charge with James Walls, presi
dent, as chairman; Costumes, Burn
ham Davis, chairman, Madeline Pick
wick, Anna King, Dane Cummings;
Alternate Program, Justin Clark;
Membership, Harry Smith, chairman,
Carl Wendelin, Gertrude Eldridge,
Margaret O’Brien, John Shea, Nelson
Gaunt, Ralph Crosby, Gyneth Prew,
Christy. Pettee, Robert Adams, Irene
Gadbois, James Ronald, Dayton Bart
lett, Hurley Cloutman, Waldron Lowe,
Eric Eastwood, Rachel Bean, William
Stocker, Kenneth Lane, Gerald Bagley, and John Buckley.

4. Is there any connection, in your
opinion, between the attempt to be CASQUE AND CASKET
“ collegiate” and such problems as:
TO HOLD FORMAL
(a) Drinking?
DANCE AT END OF TERM
(b) “ N ecking?”
(c) Neglect of class work?
j
Casque and Casket, the interfra
(d) Dishonesty in examina
ternity governing body at the Uni
tions ?
(e) Other ethical problems? versity, voted at a meeting held Mon
day evening to hold a formal dance
5. Does the “ collegiate” type of during the latter part of this term.
student referred to in the opening of
The meeting was presided over by
this letter excel, as a rule, in:
John; Kelley ’29, of Nashua, who is
(a) Scholastic standing?
president of the organization. There
(b) Sports?
was much discussion at the meeting
(c) Other student activities? whether to continue the system of
6. In your opinion is the “ colleg having an interfraternity banquet or
iate” type diminishing or increasing? to change and have a formal dance as
was the plan several years ago.
7. Do you or do you not agree
with me that in general our student
NOTICE
bodies are composed of reasonably
serious young people, whose ideals
Delta Delta chapter of Alpha Tau
and standards of conduct compare
favorably with those of preceding Omega wishes to announce that Mr.
generations— in short, that their Edwin R. Boyd, an instructor in the
1. (a) Is the “ collegiate” of the faults are faults of manners rather Department of Political Science, has
been extended house privileges.
humorous press and the vaudeville than morals?
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IN T E R F R A T E R N IT Y

AGREEM EN T
For 1929-1930 as drawn up by the
T h e Of ficial O r g a n of t h e U n i v e r s i t y of
fraternities represented in
N ew H am pshire
CASQUE AND CASK E T
Published W eekly by the Students of
Rushing Rules
The University of New Hampshire, Dur
ham, N. H.
We, the undersigned, acting fo r our
Offices: Editorial, Business and Circu
do promise
lation, Basement Thompson Hall, Dur respective fraternities,
ham, N. H. Printing, 11 Portland Street, and agree not to invite before Thurs
Rochester, N. H.
day, January 2, at 4.00 P. M. any stu
Entered as second class matter at the
post office at Durham, New Hampshire, dent who has registered in the Uni
under the act of March 3, 1879.
versity for the first time after Friday,
Accepted for mailing at special rate
of postage provided for in Section 1103, June 15, 1929, to join a fraternity.
Act
of October
3,
1917. Authorized
The following rules will be ob
September 1, 1918.
served :
1. Rushing shall be construed to
Member of N. E. I. N. A.
mean any action, deed, or word by any
member of any fraternity, active or
inactive, the purpose of which or the
EDITORIAL, S TAFF
John D. Fleming, ’29,
Editor-in-Chief result of which is to influence in any
Robert J. Starke, ’29,
Managing Editor way any man to join any fraternity.
Paul Blaisdell, ’29,
News Editor
2. These rushing rules shall be
Jane Blake, ’29,
W om en’s Editor
Ralph Brown, ’29, '
Sporting Editor construed to apply to any man regis
Yvonne Beaudry, ’31,
W om en’s Sporting Editor tering on or after Thursday, January
Gertrude Nye, ’29,
Alumni Editor 2, 1930.
Louise Sprague, ’29, Intercollegiate Editor
3. No rushing of any description
BUSINESS STAFF
shall take place between the hours of
Melbourne Cummings, ’29,
8.00 P. M. and 7.00 A. M. with the
Business Manager exception of Saturday nights and the
William Prince, ’30,
Advertising Manager occasion of the freshman party.
Elwyn Southmayd, ’30,
a. On the date of the occasion
Circulation Manager
of the freshman party, this rule shall
F A C U L T Y ADVISORS
be construed to mean from 7.00 A. M.
Prof. H. H. Scudder,
Advisor of the day of the party to 7.00 A. M.
Prof. E. L. Getchell,
Finance Manager
of the following day; and on Satur
day nights, extended rushing will be
REPORTERS
permissible from 8.00 P. M. to 7.00 A.
Isabelle Huntoon, ’29 Richard Allen, ’31
Elizabeth Child, ’29 E. Harris, ’29
M. o f the following day.
Alice Spinney, ’29 G. Dauphinee, ’30
b. No fraternity shall hold more
Elisabeth Bauer, ’29 Marjorie W est, ’29
Gert’de Twombly, ’29 E. Ahern, ’30
than one rushing party during the
George Hadley, ’30 Harry Smith, ’30
Victor Morse, ’31
E ’beth Murdoch, ’29 rushing season.
Ethel Reed, ’30
Carl Evans, ’31
4. No fraternity shall sign up any
Doris Vivian, '31
Arthur L. Bussell ’31
man eligible for rushing more than
two dates ahead except for the occa
P u b lis h e d W e e k l y b y t h e S t u d e n t s
sion of the freshman party.
In case of change of address, sub
a. A date shall be construed to
scribers will please notify the Circulation
Manager as soon as possible.
mean the period of time between 7.00
Subscribers not receiving copy will
please notify the Business Manager at A. M. and 2.00 P. M. or 2.00 P. M.
once.
and 8.00 P. M., excepting Saturday
Subscriptions made payable to The nights and the occasion of the fresh
New Hampshire, Durham, N. H., $1.50 man party.
per year.
5. There shall be a meeting of
Casque and Casket, January 23, 1930,
DURHAM, N. H., JAN. 17, 1929.
at which time the names of the stu
dents shall be presented.
6. Notices shall be mailed, Wed
PICKING DATES
nesday, January 22, 1930 at 8.00 A.
M., and no communication shall be
In another column of this issue we had with the students who have regis
publish a letter in which attention is tered for the first time on or since
called to the fact that there are al January 21, 1930, at 4.00 P. M., until
together too many conflicts among the j bids have been signed.
a. Rushing season shall termi
various social and athletic entertain
ments and programs during the col nate when written decisions have
lege year. We are heartily in accord been deposited with Casque and Cas
ance with the views expressed by the ket.
7. Casque and Casket shall send
writer of the letter and feel that the
appointment of such a committee as uniformly written notes to each man
he suggests would go far toward mak whose name has been presented, stat
ing better feeling among the various ing that he has been bid by one or
departments and organizations on the more fraternities.
8. The student bid will present
campus.
There certainly would seem to be himself to Casque and Casket at 5.00
enough spare time during the college P. M., Wednesday, January 22, 1930,
year so that every major function at a place designated, prepared to
could be held without a conflict with give a final answer to the formal bids
any other major social or athletic pro which are to be presented at that
gram, if selfishness were left out of time.
9. The student’s answer shall be
the arrangements and a ‘disinterested
group heard all pleas and arranged written on a form card and deposited
the date schedules. If such a state of in a sealed box before 6.00 P. M.,
affairs cannot be reached, it seems log Wednesday, January 22, 1930.
10. The signing of the pledge card
ical to conclude that, as we have often
pointed out in the past, the campus binds a man to join that fraternity
is over-organized and too many forms which he designates on the card, and
of entertainment are being attempted. by this he shall never be eligible to
Matters would in this case seem to loin any other fraternity represented
await action on the part of the ad in Casaue and Casket.
11. No students shall be allowed
ministration and the student council.
The Lyceum Course, the dramatic to leave the room until all the
Only
society, the glee clubs, the athletic answers have been deposited.
department, the social committee, all men who have received bids and mem
have their rightful place on a campus bers of Casque and Casket will be al
such as is ours; but no one of them lowed in the room.
12. Furthermore, we promise and
should be permitted to arbitrarily pick
its dates for performances with no re sgree to allow no student registered
gard for the plans o f any of the other fo r the first time on or after Tues
groups mentioned. Let’s have some day. September 10, 1929, to room or
sort of organization and fairness in board in our fraternity houses before
our social schedule as we do in our he is pledged.
13. A nrinted copy of these rules
class programs.
shall be given to each new student on
registration day.
PROPOSED RULES
14. Lastly, we agree hereby to
CASQUE AND CASKET abide by these rules in spirit as well
as letter.
Resolved, that Casque and Casket
Pre-Rushing Rules
go on record as recommending to the
There Shall Be No Rushing Before fraternities that during the rushing
season every possible consideration be
January 2, 1930.
1. No Freshman shall be allowed given to the scholastic standing o f the
to enter a fraternity house during the men being rushed, and members of
the various fraternities, in order that
Fall Term.
2. No Upperclassman shall be al the rushing season may not interfere
lowed to enter a Freshman’s room with the scholastic standard of this
University.
during the Fall Term.
Penalties to be imposed for break
3. No Upperclassman shall emtering any of the above rules shall be:
tain Freshmen on or off campus.
1. No picture in year book.
4. Campus associations permitted
2. No representation in intra
a re :
a. Walking to and from classes. mural athletics for the rest of the
b. Attending athletic and social year.
3. Name published in New Hamp
activities.
c. Conversation in business es shire for two consecutive issues.
4. Freshmen
caught
breaking
tablishments.
5. No Upperclassman shall make rules will not be allowed to be pledg
a date for a Freshman with any coed. ed until second year.
5. The fraternity shall be expelled
6. Fraternities shall not be dis
cussed between Upperclassmen and from scholarship cup competition.
Representatives signing for their
Freshmen.
respective fraternities:
Robert H. Phipps, Kappa Sigma.
G. Lloyd Atwood, Theta Chi.
Boston & Maine
John T. Kelley, Sigma Alpha Epsi
Transportation Co.
lon.
Norman H. Young, Alpha Tau
Omega.
MOTOR COACHES
William J. Nelson, Lambda Chi
Leave Dover for Durham
Week Days— 6.25, 7.35, 8.35, 10.30,
Alpha.
B. B. Davis, Phi Mu Delta.
k ll.30 A. M. 12.30, 1.30, 3.30, 4.30,
Eric Eastwood, Gamma Gamma
6.00, 9.45 P. M.
Gamma.
Sundays— 8.30 A. M. 12.30, 4.00,
John E. Hayford, Jr., Theta Upsi6.00, 9.45 P. M.
lon Omega.
Leave Durham for Dover
S. Bruce Cromwell, Delta Pi Epsi
Week Days— 7.00, 8.00, 9.00 k ll.05
A. M. 12.00 noon. 1.00, 2.00, 4.00,
lon.
Edward Rosenthal, Phi Alpha.
6.50, 10.10 P. M.
J. W. Crowley, Theta Kappa Phi.
Sundays— 9.00 A. M. 1.00, 5.00,
Edward McClenning, Aipha Gamma
5.05, 6.50, 10,10 P. M.
Rho
Special Parties Carried at Reasonable
Frank C. Dustin, Phi Delta UpsiRates
lon.
For information phone Portsmouth 33
Robert C. Adams, Delta Sigma Chi.
k Saturdays only

FROM OUR MAIL BOX
To the Editor:
Looking over the activities of the
past year at the University there is a
point which comes to my mind that
I believe should be brought to the at
tention of the University authorities,
through the columns of . T h e N e w
H a m p s h ir e .

Don’t anyone complain about danc
ing being banned while the epidemic is
in full sway. At Colby they have
banned kissing. Aren’t you glad you
haven’t that on your mind, Looie?

The president of Pan-Hellenic was
forced to leave the fights Friday be
cause of a boy’s bloody nose. Evi
dently these Pan-Hellenic meetings
haven’t been as gory as we have been
led to believe.
One of the co-eds complains of the
bad grammar we use in this column.
Doesn’t she know we’re imitating the
big newspapers in our grammar as
well as in our ads?

Now that Riegel’s 70 yard run for
California is history, we have our own
little episode at New Hampshire.
The scene was a phys- ed. basket
ball class. A Sophomore received a
pass on his own foul line, and with
the ball tucked under his arm, broke
through the surrounding players, and
ran the length of the court. He had
to stop at the other end— probably to
look fo r a ladder with which to reach
the basket! His side was awarded
five points, for a first place in the
hundred yard dash. The hero has not
recovered yet.

EACH

IN

H IS

OWN

PLACE

The poet wrote a poem,—
A wonderfully beautiful thing.
The artist painted a picture
Of a book, and a bird on wing.
The singer sang a lyric.
The oi’ganist played his heart.
The lovers lived their lives;
And all made a work of art.
E. J. F.

The English girl, who complained of
our sorority girls being the same,
didn’t know, of course, that the dif
ferent ones were kept in closets and
termed wet!
Rather tough on the Red Ramblers
— no informals. But again they
might put in their spare time now by
learning one more waltz (making a
total of two, if you please!)

There are 2,000 experienced teach
ers out of work in New England. And
they all have college degrees. Pretty
soon a B. A. will be an excuse for not
giving a man a job.

GUESS

WHO

He walks around quoting Shakespeare.
His wit is funny yet trim.
Our magazines sure lost a writer,
And the stage a great actor in him.

And so, all you little boys and girls,
a great big picture arrived, all the old
pictures were put away— and this
pretty new one put on top of the
shelf. W ho’s next, Joe?

Stunt night is coming soon. One of
the requirements is originality. Why
doesn’t someone put on a class room
scene with everyone knowing the ans
wers to the questions?

In the past there have been several
unpleasant situations arise when two
concerts, a concert and a dance, or
various other combinations of events,
have been scheduled to take place in
the same afternoon or evening at the
same hour. To me this is a situation
that should be remedied.
We at the University of New
Hampshire are wont to feel that this
institution is a growing one, pro
gressing as fast or faster as any
other like institution in this section
of the country. Durham in a meas
ure is handicapped geographically,
but not to any great extent. There
are many evenings and afternoons
going by when there is nothing other
than the usual routine procedure.
When this is the case it seems to me
that it should be possible to schedule
various campus events so that they
would not be in conflict.
Being specific, I think especially of
the term just past when the Univer
sity Glee Clubs’ Christmas concert
and the Military Ball were held on the
same night and at the same hour.
Doubtless it was unintentional on the
part of those in charge of either a f
fair, but nevertheless the conflict was
there. I am positive of the fact that
in the above case the Glee Club Con
cert date was scheduled and decided
upon long before that of the Military
Ball. Understand, I am not criticis
ing- the Ball committee for the con
flict, but this example only serves to
strengthen my point that there should
be a “ clearing house” for University
events.
This would necessarily be in the
form of a committee composed of
those faculty members who are in
charge of the various events on the
campus. In the past there has been
a tendency for certain events to have
priorority over all others, a condi
tion which, to me, should not exist.
There is no reason why any one
group of events is more important
than any other. Every activity, every
event, should be given its just due.
The committee which I speak of
above should be, to my mind, com
posed of faculty representatives of
the following activities: the athletic
department, the Lyceum course com
mittee, the University Glee Clubs,
the University Dramatic society, the
University debating group, and what
ever faculty committee is in charge
of granting petitions for student
dances and activities. It may be that
I have left some important group out
of this list. If so it is only because I
do not think of it at the time, but
those I have named serve to show
what I mean.
Such a committee would be repre
sentative of the events on this camp
us. This committee could meet at the
opening of each term and at such oth
er times as would be advisable. If
this were instituted no function could
take place that had not passed this
committee as to the date and hour of
the event. Please do not confuse this
with the committee already operating
that arranges student functions. The
committee of which I speak would
arrange the functions of every Uni
versity department.
I have no doubt that the plan as I
have outlined it here will be met with
derision by one University depart
ment in particular, but I still main
tain that there is no reason that they
should have complete control of the
situation on this campus, for there
are other activities just as beneficial
and just as important as theirs.
Please accept this as a bit of con
structive criticism. It represents to
me a growing need at this University.
And I hope that the University au
thorities will consider carefully the
merits o f this or some similar propo
sition. There are enough days in the
college year to get in everything that
is a campus event, without conflict.
“ SEN EX .”

Einstein took five years to write his
new book of a very few pages. And
we’re expected to fill an exam book in
two hours. The answer is, we sup
pose, that the more you know the
harder it is to say, or that we’re not
Gross
misrepresentation.
What
Einsteins.
could be more of a drawback, more of
a handicap, and more of a burden
W e’ve often wondered what the fac for any organization to grow under?
ulty members think of in spare mo And what should be one of the most
ments. Recently one of the English flourishing organizations on campus
department while standing in Murk- is laboring under these conditions.
An organization that benefits every
land Hall, disclosed her thoughts: “ Oh,
dear, just think of all the bugs coming individual on the University of New
Hampshire campus, either directly or
down those stairs!”
indirectly and which is misrepresent
ed in turn by the very students which
Which reminds us by the way that it helps. Whether or not this mis
we should compliment the college representation is intentional we do
physician and his staff on the extra not dare state. We hope it is not and
ordinary way in which they have yet indications surely point that way.
The University of New Hampshire
handled the “ flu” epidemic here. It
isn’t often that a disease is so rapidly Y. M. C. A. is working under difficul
ties that no other organization of its
checked.
kind in any college of New England
has to contend with. At Yale UniAnd this aint no love poetry, durn it!
W h y be despondent, grouchy and blue?
W h y leave the playing for others to do?
Drink deep, dear friends, the cup of life,
Or there may be nothing left for you.
E. Zinna Daise

DO

I

NEED

GOD?

“Do I need God?” I cried, when in my
youth
I went abroad, free in my life and line.
W hat matter whether earth or heav’n
is truth,
W hen there is life to taste, sweet bub
bling wine?

Mr. Hennessy describes the loving
actions o f two wet smacks as: “ Vac
uum yearned to vacuum.” Aren’t we
ho cares for God?” I cried when love
glad we haven’t any such cases here? “Wand
I
Giff a laff! Is some one trying to
tell us that germs are most easily cir
culated at dances? We hardly agree
as that seems to be about the only
time when students are really under
the. public eye.
Signed and sealed by the Bigger
and Better Dance Committee.

Swinging each other’s hand set out to
know
This earth; to hold each other ’neath the
arching sky;
To count the star, and gasp when one
swooped low.
But when my youth had passed and love
had died,
In my mouth was bitter taste; in my
heart, fear.
Yet when in belated terror loud I cried,
“Where are you, God” tenderly he ans
wered, “Here.”

LIBRARY NOTES

FRANKLIN THEATRE

The Library has acquired several
of the outstanding Norwegian novels
DURHAM, NEW HAMF SHIRE
of the year. Within recent years the
American public has become conscious
of the real worth and depth of the
Norwegian literature, and adequate
FRIDAY, JA N U A R Y 18
translations have become available.
A Metro Picture
Perhaps the award of the Nobel prize
to Sigrid Undset has had something
“OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS”
to do with this.
Joan Crawford
The first two volumes of her tetral
On with the dance! Wild youth, intoxicated with life, it’s pleasureogy “ The Master of Hestviken” have bent. What’s a wedding band when the jazz horns sound the call to arms?
been published this year. The real A story of environment— the moulder of womanhood.
stuff of her books is human natures
John Mack Brown, Dorothy Sebastian, Anita Page, Kathlyn Williams,
with only those details of setting
Nils Asther
which are necessary to make the nar
Educational
Comedy— DUCK OUT
rative understood. The hero of “ The
A xe” and “ The Snake Pit” has in
flexible strength while the woman is
SATURDAY, JA N U A R Y 19
pliant as a reed. They had always
intended to marry but family dif
A First National Picture
ficulties delayed the fulfillment of
“HAPPINESS
AHEAD”
their betrothal agreement. In addi
Colleen
Moore,
Edmund
Lowe
tion to their differences in tempera
A story of a country girl and a New York crook. The supreme happiness
ment married life is made more dif
comes with the first kiss and the heartaches that come with disappointficult by an overhanging and unaton that
lY ie n t
1 r\s\tr,
l~« ^ r, 4- i n
~ ^ v . 4 - ^ ___
Colleen’s
best in ^a 1long
time.
ed sin on each conscience. They are
Pathe
Comedy-SOLDIER MAN
judged to be great novels— historical
ly, realistically, and psychologically.
As a sequel to O. E. Rolvaag’s “ Gi
MONDAY, JA N U A RY 21
ants in the Earth” comes “ Peder Vic
torious.” This is the story of the
A First National Picture
new
American-born
generation’s
“ROSE OF THE GOLDEN WEST”
struggle against the old traditions and
Mary Astor, Gilbert Roland
outward symbols of the past. The
feeling and treatment are part of the
A story of California when it belonged to Mexico, of a young Caballero,
broad and humane simplicity that (not from Rio de Janeiro) who tried to keep the country from political plot
links Rolvaag to the great Norwegian ters who would betray it. A story rich in pictorial settings and historical
backgrounds.
literary tradition.
A Mermaid Comedy— HIGH SPOTS
“ The New Temple” by Johan Bojer
is a sequel to “ The Great Hunger”
of last year. A brother and sister,
TUESDAY, JA N U A R Y 22
estranged for the first time, seek the
parents they have never seen and
A First National Picture
from them gather inspiration to de- j
“THE
HAUNTED HOUSE”
vote their lives to the new temple of j
Chester Conklin, Thelma Todd
spiritual service. It is told with the |
Thrills in the cellar as a mad doctor kidnaps a beautiful girl. Laughs on
simplicity and directness that catches ;
the significant phase and scene in the the rook as Conklin is forced to play music for the doctor. Menacing shots,
lives of the characters and leaves the strange lights, mysterious whistles, shrieks, marvelous disappearances.
reader with the impression that he has
Paramount News
Pathe Review
known them before.

Y. W. C. A. NOTES

W EDNESDAY, JA N U A R Y 23
A Universal Production

Monday evening, January twentyfirst, the Y. W. C. A. will have a
snowshoe hike to the Cabin in College
Woods, starting at seven and return
ing at eight-thirty.
Games, refresh
ments and camp songs will be the pro
gram. Miss
Florence Gordon is
chairman of the meetings committee.
The Y. W. C. A., according to its
usual custom, is offering the oppor
tunity to women students to join
groups in which topics that have been
chosen by the girls for their cultural
and informational value will be pre
sented by members of the faculty and
others. Miss Katherine Watson has
consented to lead a group in Camp
Councilling on Thursday evenings. A
group in Fine Arts will hear Mr.
Manton, Mr. John Herring, Mr.
Schramm and Mr. Hennessy give
illustrated talks on music appreci
ation, etchings, points of a good pic
ture and interpretation of a short
play respectively.
Mr. Batchelder and others will
have a group in points of interest
about Durham.
Miss Henthorne
will have an interesting outline course
arranged by professors of Chicago
University on “ Experiments in Relig
ious Experience.” She will also lead
a course dn “ Our Community Look
ing-glass,” — a series of studies com
piled from the diaries of teachers in
their first schools and discussing the
problems which confronted them.
The popular course in antiques and
furnishings will be given again if the
same leadership can be procured.
Plans are now being made with that
in view. Watch the bulletin boards
for weekly reminders.
versity the Y is accepted as being one
of the most important groups on the
campus. Finances are made possible
through volunteer subscriptions that
never fail to surpass the quota. Am 
herst, Brown, Harvard, University of
Maine, and any number of colleges
could be enumerated that have a
stable financial basis, made possible
by the students, on which to function.
It can be truthfully stated that such
conditions do exist on this campus.
The general concensus of opinion
here at New Hampshire is a sad, sad
acknowledgement of individual igno
rance and personal dogmatism. The
“ Y ” isn’t even given an even break.
It isn’t given the opportunity to
show the campus sheik and the camp
us wine (or cider) bibber that they
could still be a public nuisance (pro
vided they wanted to be) and belong
to the “ Y .”
No the “ Y ” isn’t looking for the
perfect “ hombre” that goes to church
on Sunday and who sings hymns at
a men’s smoker. At the same time
this organization is not running Sal
vation Army meetings where an alco
holic nosed individual hiccoughs and
praises God in the same breath. Nei
ther of these individuals typify what
the “ Y ” wants. Neither of the two
examples characterize a man.
And
that is what is wanted at the “ Y ,”
men. Not a hollow chested individ
ual who coughs because he doesn’t
smoke Old Golds, nor a person who
sports a football N. H. as well as a
chronic swelling in his weak end, but
an individual who has got muscles
enough in his lower abdomen to keep
things out from under a wet blanket.
I have often wondered how many
students would dare apply i f a sign
such as the following was to be hung
out in front of the Commons,—
Positions open in Y Work.
Only MEN Need Apply.
Junior.

“ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLEY?”
Bessie Love, Tom Moore
He made love with a laugh—-but Cupid laughed at him when one of his
French sweethearts took him seriously and followed him from Paris to New
York.
A Metro Comedy— THE FIGHT PEST

THURSDAY, JA N U A R Y 24
A Paramount Picture

“KIT CARSON”
Fred Thompson
A chapter from the life of Kit Carson, the hero of a thousand tales, the
pioneer idol of many more souls.
Paramount News

Felix Switches Witches

E. Hatch Writes Humorous Sketch
of Ideal Woman in ‘College Humor’
“ I’d treat men, if I liked them, as loved. I’d kiss him good night always
though they were men and not little and remember to squeeze his arm
boys who I thought might ask me to after he’d squeezed mine for the last
go to the movies if I let them, kiss time, unless I was afraid this would
me,” says Eric Hatch in the Febru end up in a sort of retaliation thing
ary issue o f College Humor. “ I’d be that would keep me up all night.”
pretty careful who I kissed, but I’d
let every man I liked get an idea he
could kiss me if he was clever.
I’d LYCEUM PRESENTS
let him keep the idea till he tried and
NEGRO SPIRITUALS
then if he tried hard enough in a nice
way I’d probably let him— in a nice
way. I think I’d be just low enough Taylor Gordon and J. Rosamond John
to try, and make them think there
son Who Hold Enviable Records
wouldn’t be anything on earth quite
— on Fifth University Ly
as snappy as having me around the
ceum Course Program
house when they came in tired. I’d
make them comfortable, act glad to
On Wednesday, February 6, J. Ros
see them and feed them and give them
amond Johnson and Taylor Gordon
cocktails and things.
“ I think I’d read a lot, if I were will give a program of Negro spirit
a girl. I wouldn’t go out every time uals in the fifth entertainment of the
somebody asked me to; my complex University Lyceum Course.
Mr. Johnson was born in Jackson
ion couldn’t stand it. I’d never make
the mistake of staying at three ville, Florida, and began his study of
parties in a row so late that I came music under his mother at the age of
out on the fourth day looking like a four. Later he went to the New Eng
paste flower with black-rimmed eyes. land Conservatory of Music in Boston
Not on your life I wouldn’t. I wouldn’t and still later he completed his musi
cal training in Europe. Mr. Johnson
come out on the fourth day.
“ I’d wear clothes that came from is known as an accomplished and
smart shops and if they didn’t and scholarly musician, arranger of negro
looked as if they might have, I’d hook spirituals, collaborator dn a number
some labels and sew them in. In of books and collections, including the
summer I’d wear frocks that men Book of American Negro Spirituals.
Mr. Taylor Gordon was born in
would call lovely and women would
call catenish. They would be polka White Sulphur Springs, Montana.
dot and starchy about the neck and He got his first inspiration for croon
quite, quite low. I would try to \ing Negro Spirituals from his mother,
avoid the fetish of thinking I couldn’t who, back in the seventies, was re
wear certain colors, particularly if garded as the greatest leader of
camp-meeting songs on Poindexter
some man said he liked me in them.
“ If I were a girl, I suppose, being Farm, Lexington, Kentucky. Mr. Gor
a sentimentalist at heart, I ’d fall in don came to New York in 1915 and
love some time and when I did I’d fall began study with Mr. J. Rosamond
so hard you could hear me bounce! I Johnson at the Music School Settle
wouldn’t let The Man know it, though, ment for Colored People. Mr. Gordon
I’d make him suffer and go through has established an enviable reputa
agony and treat him like dirt and tion as a negro tenor and hailed as a
then, when I finally let him suspect foremost interpreter of the spiritual.
Mr. Johnson sings and plays accom
that there was something about him
that appealed to something in me paniments for spirituals as if he had
he’d feel so surprisedly grateful that lived through a whole library of Uncle
I could soak him on the spot for prac Tom’s Cabins. But always behind
everything he does, no matter how
tically anything I wanted.
“ I wouldn’t always tell the truth, realistic, and in some moments even
if I were a girl, because that would seemingly elemental, there lurks the
be disloyal to my sex, and after all, a spirit of the artist.
A fter all, the spiritual demands
girl’s got to be able to be polite, but
I would not lie either. I’d make up more consideration because it can bear
fairy stories and maybe fib a little sophistication without losing its qual
when it was necessary. Then when ity. “ Deep River,” sung with the ut
I got to be somebody’s sweetheart I most perfection of tone production,
wouldn’t tell a lie for anything, be intonation and nuance by a lieder
cause men don’t like girls to lie to singer, is still a characteristic folk
them unless if they tell the truth it song. But when it is sung by Gordon
and Johnson it is the proclamation of
will hurt.
“ I ’d be pretty nice to the man I a faith.
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Robert F. Carter
To Leave In June
Fourth Year at University
In Military Department
Detailed as Assistant to Quartermas
ter at Fort Leonard Wood, Mary
land— First Lieutenant and
Graduate of West
Point in 1918

individual
Are

your shoes
with

* * * friends
y o u r feet?

They

should be.

Bosto

nians are. If

foot

satisfaction is

what

you want, why
stop in? Try
pair. Note

not

on a

their fit

and style. The cost?

$7 to $10,
THE COLLEGE SHOP
Mostly

P. O. Block, Durham, N. H.
BRAD McINTIRE, ’25, Mgr.

Information has been received from
the War Department that First Lieu
tenant Robert F. Carter, assistant
professor of Military Science at the
University, has been detailed as as
sistant to the Quartermaster at Fort
Leonard Wood, Maryland, and will
report for duty there July first.
Lieutenant Carter was graduated
from the United States Military
Academy at West Point in 1918.
From there he went to the Infantry
School at Fort Benning, Georgia, and
graduated in 1920. He was assigned
to the 46th Infantry, Camp Jackson,
South Carolina, and later assigned to
duty at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Lieutenant Carter also served with
the 17th Infantry, the 20th Infantry
and 8th Corps Area Training Center.
He served as an instructor, Assistant
Adjutant, Assistant Organized Re
serve Officer, and as officer in charge
at the West Point Enlisted Candidates
School. From 1923 to 1925 he was
stationed with the 45th Infantry at
Los Banos and Batangas, Philippine
Islands. Lieutenant Carter came to
the Granite State institution in the
fall of 1925.

FRAATERN ITY MEN
HOLD CONFERENCE not of discipline. We can drive our
chapters to the educational trough,
(Continued from Page 1)
but we can’t make them drink; for
that we must create a thirst; and
week are abolished. Surely men who that requires inspiration, and guid
indulge in such practices are fa r from ance, and leadership, as well as some
educated and those responsible are thing approaching an intellectual at
doing their unconscious best to defeat mosphere. Fundamentally this is the
the very purposes of fraternal asso college’s problem; no real teacher need
ciation.”
ever to ask his students to study; but
Scholarship Committee Reports
the problem is getting out of the hands
Mr. Alvan E. Duerr, who has head of our unwieldy institutions, and must
ed the Scholarship Committee for sev be transferred to smaller groups, and
eral years, said in his report: “ The in part, at least, that means us. We
survey for 1927-1928, which is rapidly must become more and more a real
approaching completion, is showing factor in every phase of college life,
the result of the greater interest that merely to insure the greatest benefits
many of us are taking in the scholar to our individual members, and to
ship of our members. Fraternity make fraternity membership of real
averages are improving: in 1924-1925 and permanent value to them.”
fraternity averages were better than
Shepardson Addresses Delegates
all men’s averages in 33.3% o f the
With an urgent plea that fraternity
institutions covered by our survey; men not only continue the work they
the following year in 37% ; last year arc doing for the improvement of
in 42.9%; and this year, with reports fraternity standards, but also let
complete from four-fifths of the in other students and especially college
stitutions, the record stands at 46.7%. officials know of these efforts, Dr.
When fraternity averages are better Francis W. Shepardson, dean of fra
than the all men’s averages in 50% ternity workers and form er chairman
of our colleges, a goal that we seem of the Conference, reported on two
likely to reach during the present meetings of college and university
academic year, one more argument officials he had recently attended.
against the fraternity system will
The conference of Deans of Men
have fallen by the way-side. I do not, held last May in Boulder, Colo., Dean
however, accept this achievement as Shepardson said, proved to be fully
an ultimate goal for fraternity men; cognizant of the value of fraternity
for, after all, the average performance life.
of a large group of men is nothing
“ Those officers were sympathetic
to boast of.
and friendly with the college fraterni
Mr. Duerr, in expressing apprecia ty, recognizing the value of these or
tion for the assistance given him by ganizations as administrative helps
college officers, went on to say: “ To to them. These men,” said Dean
me the gratifying feature of this is Shepardson, “ will work with us for
that college authorities are recogniz the improvement of American college
ing more and more that the spirit fraternities and for the elimination of
of the college fraternity is in harmony certain evils which we have been
with the spirit of their institutions, working at now for a score of years.”
and that they may look to us increas
At the meeting of the National A s
ingly to work with them to bring sociation of Presidents of State Uni
about anything that will advance the versities, however, Dean Shepardson
common interests of institution and reported, the question was raised as
student.”
to the value of fraternities to these
Summing up, Mr. Duerr said, “ Our institutions and a committee was ap
committee has received numerous re pointed to study questions relative to
quests for formulated rules and regu fraternities.
lations covering this whole problem
The answers to be found by this
of scholarship. I should class the committee, according to Dean Shep
best regulations ever written on the ardson, will have a serious effect upon
problem with a certain pre-war defi the future of college fraternities, and
nition of an international treaty. Good it behooves every fraternity to let
Scholarship is the fruit of interest and non-fraternity men and college officials
know that fraternities are working for
the best interests of the colleges.
LEARN TH E PIANO IN “ For twenty years,” said Dean
Shepardson, “ we have been trying to
T E N LESSONS
get across the idea that there cannot
be a good fraternity chapter anywhere
TENOR-BANJO OR
unless the spirit on the campus is
M ANDO LIN IN FIVE right; that the college fraternity is a
subsidiary of college life and that col
LESSONS
lege always must come first. But we
Without
nerve-racking,
heart don’t get it across.”
“ What constructive work have we
breaking scales and exercises. You
are taught to play by note in regular done in education? Every man of
professional chord style. In your you know people whose very lives have
very first lesson you will be able to been transformed by kneeling at the
play a popular number by note.
altar of a college fraternity. That is
SEND FOR IT ON APPROVAL
constructive educational work. The
The “ Hallmark Self-Instructor,” is
the title of this method. Eight years greatest, most powerful constructive
were required to perfect this great force at work on college campuses to
work. The entire course with the day to advance scholarship is the Am 
necessary examination sheets, is erican college fraternity.”
bound in one volume. The first les
Dr. H. W. Chase, Chairman of the
son is unsealed which the student Association and of the University of
may examine and be his own “ JUDGE North Carolina as well, was a guest
and JURY.” The later part of the
of the Conference and invited it to
“ Hallmark Self-Instructor” is sealed.
Upon the student returning any co-operate by appointing a committee
copy of the “ Hallmark Self-Instruc to meet with the association to study
tor” with the seal un-broken, we will college fraternities. Chairman Riegrefund in full all money paid.
elman appointed Chancellor E. H.
This amazing Self-Instructor will Lindley of the University of Kansas.
be sent anywhere. You do not need
Tutorial System Proposed
to send any money. When you re
An interesting discussion, led by
ceive this new method o f teaching Albert S. Tousley, of Delta Chi, was
music. Deposit with the Postman the
sum of ten dollars. If you are not had on the “ Tutorial System in Chap
entirely satisfied, the money paid will ters.”
Mr. Tousley related the experience
be returned in full, upon written re
quest. The Publishers are anxious to of a chapter of his fraternity, where
place this “ Self-Instructor” in the a Tutorial Adviser was installed over
hands of music lovers all over the the opposition of the chapter. His
country, and is in a position to make position developed into that of a Mas
an attractive proposition to agents. ter of Personnel, with problems of
Send for your copy today. Address scholarship, morality, faculty relation
The “ Hallmark Self-Instructor” Sta
tion G, Post Office Box 111, New York, ships and a number of other matters.
With the work of this man fo r only
N. Y.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Friday
Hockey— Varsity vs. Colby College at
Waterville, Me.
Saturday
Basketball— Varsity vs. Ithaca School
of Phys. Educ. at Durham.
Basketball— Freshmen vs. Kent’s Hill
at Durham.
Hockey— Varsity vs. Bowdoin Col
lege at Brunswick, Me.
Boxing— Varsity vs. West Point at
West Point, N. Y.
Sunday
Church Services— Community Church,
10:45.
Monday
University Choir Rehearsal at Com
munity House, 7:15.
Tuesday
Intramural Debating at various fra
ternity houses, 8:30.
Wednesday
Basketball— Freshmen vs. Wentworth
Institute at Durham.

Alumni News

Term Play Is
The Dover Road

Alumni Office, January 17.— We re
gret to notify New Hampshire alumni
through this column of the death of
another noted and active alumnus, Broadway Success May
Walter E. Angier of the class of
Be Staged for Carnival
1885. We include below the clipping
taken from the Wheaton Progressive
of Friday, January 4, 1929 in regard Paul Blaisdell, ’29, Plays Lead. Cast
Includes
Dorothy
Jones, ’30,
to his life and accomplishments.
Elizabeth Bauer, ’29, John
“ THE WHEATON PROGRESSIVE
Fleming, ’29, Nelson, ’30,
JANUARY 4, 1929
and Robert Ayers, ’32
W ALTER E. ANGIER ’85
Walter Eugene Angier, well-known
Work is progressing rapidly on
in engineering circles, passed away at
his home, 1049 College Ave., Saturday “ The Dover Road,” winter term pro
evening, Dec. 29, after a long period duction of Mask and Dagger. A full
of ill health. Death was due to cere schedule of rehearsals has been car
ried out since the opening of the
bral hemorrhage.
He was born in Fitzwilliam, N. H., present term, and the production is
May 18, 1863. His mother, the late rapidly rounding into shape, in antici
Mrs. Belle Angier, was the “ Aunt pation of a possible performance at
Belle” to whom Eugene Field dedicat the time of the annual Winter Carni
ed his little book of poems, “ Love val.
In “ The Dover Road” there are
Songs of Childhood,” and it was at
his request that “ Aunt Belle’s little many scenes that require careful
training, for the stage movements in
boy” was named for him.
Mr. Angier received his B. S. de the production are of the type that
gree from New Hampshire college, must work perfectly in order to as
and graduated as a civil engineer from sure a good performance. In the
the Thayer school of Engineering, opening act of the winter term pro
Cup and Plaque Prizes
Dartmouth college. While in college, duction there is a feeling of mystery
For Forensic Winners he joined the Baptist church, and has which not only influences the actors
since retained his membership at his but goes “ across the footlights” to the
Question for Debate: Resolved, that boyhood home, West Swanzey, N. H. audience.
The leading character role, “ Mr.
During his early engineering career,
Second Term Rushing and Bid
he went to Galveston, Texas, where he Latimer,” is portrayed by Paul H.
ding Is Preferable to Any Other
met Miss Mary Powell, of Luling. Blaisdell, ’29. “ Mr. Latimer” holds
Form of Rushing and
They were married December 30, the key to the situation throughout
Bidding
the entire production, and the effect
1889.
For many years he was associated that his continued quiet ways have on
A fter a lapse o f a year, intramural
“ Lord Leonard” and “ Nicholas,” por
debating activities will start anew with Ralph Modjeski, with offices in
trayed by William Nelson, ’30, and
next Tuesday night for both fraterni several of the largest cities in the
John D. Fleming, ’29, respectively, as
ties and sororities. There are six country. His monuments in steel and
well as “ Anne,” played by Dorothy
stone
are
nation-wide.
One
of
his
most
fraternities and four sororities enter
Jones, ’30 and “ Eustasia,” played by
important
engineering
commissions
ed in the contest fo r the awards,
Elizabeth Bauer, ’29, produce many
which will be a cup for the winner was an examination of the Alaskan
humorous situations throughout the
and a plaque for the runner-up, th e, railway for the government.
play. Of no less importance in the
finals to be held in a future convoca-' Taken seriously ill with a paralysis
workings of the plot is the work of
tion between the winning fraternity on May 1, 1926, he rallied in a few
and sorority.
j months so that he was again quite ac “ Dominic,” played by Robert Ayers,
’32, “ major-domo” in the household
The first round for the fraternities tive, but he thought it best to retire
of “ Mr. Latimer.” “ Dominic’s” fa c
from
further
business
operations.
He
to be held at 8.30 or as soon there
ulty for appearing on the scene at the
after as possible, slates Phi Mu Delta had been interested in the growth of
wrong time for “ Leonard” and “ Nich
to meet Alpha Tau Omega with the Wheaton ever since he came here
olas” is sure to evoke mirth from the
latter as host, Theta Upsilon Omega from Chicago in 1920. His chief oc
audiences.
cupation
during
the
latter
months
of
to meet Delta Sigma Chi with the
“ The Dover Road” met with re
former as host, and Kappa Sigma to his life, was to walk as fa r as possible
markable success on Broadway sev
meet Sigma Alpha Epsilon with from his home, accompanied by his
eral years ago, and it is expected
Kappa Sigma as host. Alpha Chi dog Laddie, and note the expansion
that it will meet with the approval of
Omega will be host to Sigma Omicron and improvements in the city. He was
Durham audiences. The production
in their debate, which will open the stricken again Sunday evening, Dec.
abounds in comedy, with mystery and
schedule fo r sororities. In the sec 23, dying six days later.
Although he had won an enviable love plots cleverly interwoven.
ond round the winner of the A. T. O.Phi Mu Delta will debate the winner reputation in the engineering world,
of the Kappa Sigma-S. A. E. match. on account of his keen mind and integ CADET OFFICERS
ROSTER PICKED
For the sororities Chi Omega will rity of character, he was always mod
(Continued from Page 1.)
meet Alpha Xi Delta, Chi Omega act est and reserved of manner, and it
ing as host. In the semi-finals the was in keeping with this as well as
winner of the second round will meet his oft repeated requests, that the Lt., Commanding 3rd Platoon, Nor
the winner .of the Theta Upsilon Ome- rites at his home on New Year’s day, man H. Young.
ga-Delta Sigma Chi debate fo r the in charge of Dr. Charles L. Bromley,
Company “ C”
fraternities, and the winners of the were simple and quiet. The remains
Captain, Commanding, Gordon F.
first and second round women’s de were taken to Graceland cemetery for Reed; 1st Lt., Second in Command,
bates will meet. The winners of the cremation and his ashes will be car Jesse J. Stevens; 2nd Lt., Command
inter-fraternity and
inter-sorority ried to rest with his mother at Fitz ing 1st Platoon, John B. Evans; 2nd
matches will meet for the final debate william.
Lt., Commanding 2nd Platoon, Lyle
Mr. Angier is survived by his wife
to determine the championship. Sec
H. Farrell; 2nd Lt., Commanding 3rd
Mary
Powell
Angier;
three
children,
ond round debates will be held on
Platoon, James D. Osgood.
M.
Estelle,
of
Gary,
Ind.,
who
was
January 29, semi-finals on February
Second Battalion
5, and the finals will be held at a with him at the end, Philip Powell,
Major, Commanding, Edward H.
of
Melville,
La.,
who
came
to
Wheaton
date to be announced later.
Hunt; 1st Lt., Adjutant, Arthur J.
The president of the entertaining for the funeral, Robert M. of Los Adams; 1st Lt., Supply Officer, Ev
fraternity will act as chairman of the A n g e le s, Calif., and five grandchild erett B. Moore.
debate, and the two alternates will act re n .”
Company “ E”
1926— We have just received word
as timekeepers. Each team is to be
Captain, Battery Commander, W ar
of
the
marriage
of
Marion
Robinson
composed of two men and an alter
ren B. Pinney; 1st Lt., Second in
nate, and the teams will be made up to Mr. Harold Gould of Bellows Falls, Command, Edward N. Aldrich; 2nd
of one man from each fraternity, each Vermont. Mr. and Mrs. Robinson are Lt., Commanding 1st Platoon, Mel
fraternity presenting one negative now living at 26 Front street, Bel bourne W. Cummings; 2nd Lt., Com
and one affirmative speaker. Ten min lows Falls, Vt.
manding 2nd Platoon, Joseph W.
1903— Morris A. Stewart tells us
utes is the time of each formal speech
Langford; 2nd Lt., Commanding 2nd
and five minutes of each rebuttal that his address is now 1453 Fair Platoon, George L. Atwood.
mont
street,
N.
W.,
Washington,
D.
speech.
Company “ F”
The question is: “ Resolved, that C., having changed his residence re
Captain, Battery Commander, Ken
cently.
second term rushing and bidding is
A meeting of Phi Sigma was held neth S. Lane; 1st Lt., Second in Com
preferable to any other form of rush
at
Thompson Hall Thursday Janu mand, George I. Tuttle; 2nd Lt., Com
ing and bidding.” The debates will
ary*
10. Reports of the National manding 1st Platoon, Carl G. Wendebe judged on material, presentation,
lin; 2nd Lt., Commanding 2nd Pla
organization, and the relative merits Phi Sigma Convention held at the toon, Robert C. Adams; 2nd Lt., Com
Teachers’
College
of
Columbia
in
De
of the individual speakers. The speak
manding 3rd Platoon, Daniel J. Luer gaining first place shall be ranked cember were given by Theodore Kara- cinski.
belas,
official
delegate,
and
by
Miss
five points, second place three points,
BY ORDER OF MAJOR PITZ:
third two points, and fourth one point. Dorothy Smith, Professor Jackson, Official:
and
Donald
Barton.
Miss
Eleanor
At least one week before the debate
James H. Day
the host team must submit to Tau Sheehan was elected to fill the position Captain of Infantry, D. O. L.
Kappa Alpha a list of prospective of Corresponding Secretary in place Adjutant
judges who have signified their will of Miss Ruth Pitcher, who has re
James H. Day,
ingness to serve fo r that debate. signed the position.
Captain Inf., D. O. L.
Three will be picked to serve.
If a
Adjutant
list of judges is not submitted to Tau DR. L. H. OPDYCKE ADDED
TO UNIVERSITY FACULTY
Kappa Alpha by the time specified,
HOME ECONOMIC NOTES
that organization will arbitrarily ap
Lawrence
H.
Opdycke
has
been
add
point the judges.
Seven senior girls of the Home Eco
Faculty members and members of ed to the faculty o f the department
nomics Department are practice teach
Tau Kappa Alpha are eligible to act of Chemistry at the University ac
ing this term. Ruth Pitcher and
as judges, and any member of a fra  cording to an announcement issued
Isabel Paige are teaching in Concord;
ternity who ds not participating in recently from the office of the Presi
Harriet Wyatt, in Nashua; Beatrice
intercollegiate forensics this year or dent.
Gray and Charlotte Pearl, in Exeter;
Dr.
Opdycke
received
his
B.
S.
de
who is not registered for English 62-b
Mary Breck and Dorothy Block, in
gree
from
Rutgers
College
in
1913.
is eligible for participation.
He was given an A. M. degree from Manchester.
The Durham Kindergarten has been
Columbia University in 1916. Com
one semester, the chapter advanced j pleting his work at Columbia he went moved from the Community Church
from twenty-fourth position in schol- j to Johns Hopkins University where to the Practice House. Fifteen chil
arship to third.
he did advanced work in chemistry dren from three to four years of age
Delta Chi has decided to expend the ! and received a Ph.D. degree in 1922. receive instructions on five days a
experiment, and their Executive Board . He was a member of the faculty of week between nine and eleven o’clock.
has gone on record as favoring th e ; the College of the City of New York A sunny play-room and a workshop
installation of the system in half a during part of the year 1922. From provide the children with amusement
dozen chapters.
j 1922 to 1926 he was Assistant Pro and instruction during the school
Martin J. Her, of Phi Gamma Delta, fessor of Chemistry at Lehigh Uni hours. The girls of the Home Econo
stated that his fraternity had tried a versity. He comes to this institution mics Department are observing in
similar experiment at two o f their from Zurich, Switzerland, where he the classes.
chapters, and that it had worked out has been doing research work at the
PHYSICAL EDUCATION NOTES
very well. It improved the under- 1Polytechnickum.
graduate chapters, and it gave the
The Physical Education department
graduate chapters an opportunity to REVEREND A. R. PARSHLEY
feel that they were really doing some
SPEAKS AT CONVOCATION announces that the cottage at Wheelright Pond will be available week
thing toward maintaining the frater
The Reverend Anthony R. Parshley ends to any group of eight girls and
nity’s standing in the two schools.
In reply to a question by Albert S. of Lancaster was the speaker at the their chaperon by paying a fee of
Bard, Past Chairman of the Confer Convocation exercises at the Uni fifty cents and obtaining the key at
the Physical Education office.
ence, Mr. Tousley stated that their versity yesterday afternoon.
The Women’s Athletic Association
This is the first Convocation since
faculty advisor was selected after a
survey of the entire field. “ The thing the opening of the winter term. Pres- j will form basketball teams during the
to do,” he said, “ would be to consider ident Edward M. Lewis presided o v e r; winter season which will be connected
not only his scholastic standing, his the exercises. Music was furnished j in no way with the physical education
record in school, but also his ability by the University band under the di classes in basketball. The captains
will be elected by the members.
rection of Lewis C. Swain ’18.
to make friends.”

Begin Talkfests
On Next Tuesday

SIX
MODERN
ALLEYS

THE STRAND
BOWLING ALLEYS
OPEN

FOR

Ladies*
Patronage
Solicited

B U S IN E S S
Opposite Madbury Road

Main Street

New York University School of Retailing
Service Fellowships
Retailing is an attractive field for college graduates.
Experience in department stores is linked with instruction.
Master of Science in Retailing degree granted upon completion of
one year of graduate work.
Illustrated booklet on request. For further information write
Dr. Norris A. Brisco, Dean, New York University School of Retail
ing, Washington Square East, New York City.

WHEN WE WERE
VERY YOUNG
(Excerpts from “ The New Hampshire’
of Ten Years A go)
WHY NOT A RECOGNIZED
TRACK COACH
New Hampshire has come to be
known to the outside athletic world
more through rher achievements in
track athletics than in any other
branch of sport. Why should not
more time and money be spent on this
sport?
•Considerable is spent yearly on bas
ketball and football. Both of these
teams are well equipped with athletic
goods.
Yet take the track sport. Men' out
for track are improperly equipped. A
small output for a very insufficient
supply of articles is expended yearly.
Now if a track coach with some rec
ognized standing here were appointed,
he would see to it that these faults
were remedied. Besides he would be
able to give more time to coaching
and the result would be better teams.
Surely track should receive more
recognition than it does!
ANNUAL MINSTREL
SHOW A SUCCESS
Despite Absence of Many Customary
Features “ Sophs” Manage to En
tertain the Much Beloved
Freshmen— Goodly A t
tendance
The Annual Freshmen Minstrel
Show was successfully run off in the
Gymnasium on January 2, a week
ago last Thursday night. Usually
coming in the fall, on the second night
which the incoming freshmen spend
in N. H. C., it was put off in the fall
of 1918, with all other class activities
on account of the establishment of
the Student Army Training Corps at
this college.
Good Action
Very much like the same event of
years past, it was full of interesting
features, with something doing every
minute. The youngsters were first
marched through a gauntlet of paddleladen Sophs, a line extending around
the Gym and much longer than usual.
Then these “ would be” N. H. men
were put in charge of the trusty
“ Shorty” and were privileged to dis
play their many and varying talents
singly and in groups. Numerous
black-faced comedians afforded a good
deal of entertainment to the upper
classmen while the orchestra of 1922
dispensed sweet agonies.
Much Left Out
Owing to weather conditions, and
fear of the prevailing epidemic, the
usual aquatic features were very con
spicuous by their absence. It was un
fortunate for the Sophs that the real
school year should start in this cold
season, as the weather conditions
make it necessary to dispense with
some extremely interesting features.
Good Boxing
The boxing matches resulted in no
casualties, though one of the fresh
went to sleep for a short period as
the result of a blow from his oppo
nent’s glove. A penny race down the
gym floor was quite interesting to
witness.
As a whole, despite the missing
features, the minstrel show for 1922
proved a real success. It is a fact that
at least one freshie resolved no more
to antagonize and feel superior to his
upperclassmen, but on the contrary
to reverse and look up to, with sin
cere admiration and respect.
FRESHMAN QUINTET
BEATS DOVER
(Continued from Page 1)
If Eustis
0 2 4
McCarthy
c Markowitz
0 1 2
Mitchell
Billman
rg Bronstein
0 3 6
Richards
lg Conroy
1 0
1
Wood
Dover
f g P
rf Caswell
0 3 6
If French
1 1 3
c Steeves
1 2
5
rg Rogers
1 0
1
lg Antonoplos
0 0 0
Score: Freshmen, 19; Dover, 15.
Scorers, Johnson and Young. Timer,
Robinson. Referee, Rogers.

SORORITIES HOLD
“GRANITE” CAMPAIGN
All Sororities on Campus to Compete
— Winning Sorority to Receive
“ Granite” — Clean Up Cam
paign to Follow
Beginning Wednesday morning and
continuing for the next few weeks
among the sororities on the campus,
there will be a strenuous 1930
“ Granite” selling campaign. The sales
records of each sorority will be posted
on a thermometer on the main bulle
tin board daily.
When the contest ends, the sorority
selling the most “ Granites” will have
a “ Granite” presented to it. This
campaign will cover the faculty,
townspeople, and alumni of the Uni
versity as well as students on the
campus.
At the close of the campaign there
will be a clean up campaign, during
which an effort will be made to inter
view all the people that have not al
ready been approached.
The campaign staff consists of,
Raymond Sawyer, editor; Frank Rog
ers, business manager; Earl Batchelder, assistant business manager;
Marian Frame, sales manager; and
Sara Brunei, publicity manager.

MISS LYFORD HEADS
INFORMATION CENTER
Former University Instructor A p
pointed Director of Boston Home
Information Center— Guest of
Honor at Reception Held at
New Headquarters of Am 
erican Home Makers,
Inc.
Miss Carrie A. Lyford, who for four
years was supervisor of the teacher
training courses, was the guest of
honor today at the new headquarters
of the American Home Makers, Inc.,
at Boston. Mrs. James J. Storrow
was the hostess of the reception. She
was assisted at the tea tables by Miss
Antoinette Roof and Mrs. Mary
Schenck Woolman. Miss Lyford left
the University last June and has since
been appointed director of the Bos
ton Home Information Center.
The officers of the association are
anticipating a great field in Boston
and vicinity for the services of Miss
Lyford, who is generally regarded as
one of the best authorities on home
economics in the United States. Be
fore coming to New Hampshire Miss
Lyford was the director of the Home
Economics School at Hampton) In
stitute to which post she went from
the United States Bureau of Educa
tion at Washington where for four
years she had been home economics
specialist in secondary education and
teacher training. Miss Lyford re
ceived her education in the Oregon
Agricultural College, at the Drexel
Institute, and at Teachers’ College,
Columbia University.
The occasion today was of special
interest as the work of the American
Home Makers was shown in action.
There was a demonstration o f the
best and easiest ways of renovating
furniture; Mrs. Schyler F. Herron,
executive director, showed charts and
plans bearing on household budgets,
and Mrs. Ida S. Harrington spoke on
“ How to be Physically Fit fo r the
Job.”
Work similar to that in Boston is
going on in Springfield where five
hundred are enrolled, in Providence,
and in Holyoke where 1,500 compose
the membership. The aim of the Am
erican Home Makers is to have a home
information center in every commu
nity. The association conducts radio
talks from station WBZ each Mon
day afternoon.
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GRANITE McINTOSH
TOP APPLE MARKET
New Hampshire Fruit Brings Highest
Price in New York

from bacillary white diarrhea. The
purpose of the work is to separate
the hens into three classes depending
on their ability to produce chicks hav
ing the qualities needed for high egg
production.
The first class is the breeding class
and contains all birds that show sat
isfactory production qualities and are
fre e from inferior qualities, which
might be inherited. The second class
contains the birds suitable only for
egg production. They may be off type
in color from the rest of the flock, off
color at the ear lobes, have side
sprigs, feathers on shanks, have a
comb foreign to the breed, or be down
on their shanks or toes. Any one of
these defects makes a hen an undesir
able bird for breeding stock.
The third class is made up of culls
unfit for egg production and breeding
stock. Mr. Stuart also handled 3,500
birds of non-accredited flocks fo r cull
ing purposes.

New Hampshire McIntosh apples
brought more at the New York auction
rooms last fall than apples of the
same or any variety from any sec
tion of the country. Lorian Jeffer
son, assistant research professor in
marketing at the Massachusetts A gri
cultural College, told the fruit grow
ers gathered at the state meeting in
Concord, recently.
Miss Jefferson finds that even with
the demand for New Hampshire Mc
Intosh that prevails in New York,
fewer and fewer of them are reach
ing New York markets. New Eng
land is consuming many more of its
own apples and in appetite is more
than keeping pace with the heavy Mc
Intosh plantings.
In her study of the city markets PLAN PLAY CONTEST
Miss Jefferson found that the Jewish
FOR RURAL GROUPS
people consume almost 90 percent of
the McIntosh coming into market and
are willing to pay as much as 18 cents New Hampshire Communities to Be
a pound for them. She attributes
Invited to Enter Tournament with
this to the fine discrimination with
One-Act Plavs
which the Jewish people choose their
foods. Before the advent of the Mc
A contest in amateur play produc
Intosh, the Northern Spy held their tion will be conducted in the rural
favor.
communities of New Hampshire in
1929 according to plans announced
at the conference of extension work
STATION CERTIFIES
ers recently at the University. The
POULTRY FLOCKS tournament
will be limited to one-act
plays in a list recommended by the
Over 22,500 Birds Handled by Stuart
Community Drama Service, and will
During Year 1927-28
be open to granges, farm bureaus, 4-H
clubs, women’s clubs and other in
Over 22,500 chickens were handled terested organizations.
Groups in
for certification by the University of nearby communities will be pitted
New Hampshire Experiment Station against each other at local contests,
during the season of 1927-28, accord and county winners will play in the
ing to H. O. Stuart, assistant poultry finals to be held during Farmers’ and
husbandryman who is in charge of the Home-Makers’ Week next summer at
work. Certification is given to only Durham.
accredited flocks, which are flocks free
Wholesome recreation and improve
ment of rural drama are the main
objects of the contest, according to
M Y R E L IG IO N
H. B. Stevens, chairman of the state
BY HELEN KELLER
committee in charge. It is also
hoped that promising home talent
“ Religion has meant a great deal will be brought to light. Community
to her. To her it is a great river of groups interested should get in touch
light, higher than all the stars, deeper
than the silence which wraps her at once with the county extension
around. It alone is great— all else is office, which will furnish lists of
fragmentary.”— IN THE LIBRARY recommended plays.

MEADER’S FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions

SPORTISMS
The varsity basketball five has pass
ed two o f its toughest games. North
eastern and Connecticut are two of
the strongest teams in New England.
Providence and Harvard are two other
strong teams yet to be met. Harvard
has a scoring threat in Upton, a six
feet six center who in the first three
games of the season was the principle
scoring thread of the Crimson team.
He is reported to be very slow, but to
remain most of the time under the
opponents’ basket, where his extra
ordinary height enables him to con
vert long shots which his team mates
miss, into baskets. The Harvard at
tack also features a pass play which
consists of a series of short passes
leading to a fast, high tap pass to
Upton, who receives it high in the air
over the basket. However, Middlebury stopped him.
The hockey team has shown fast
improvement since its first game with
M. I. T. In the Brown and Bowdoin
games the pass work and general all
round play showed great improvement.
The work of “ Eddie” Hunt, ’29, at
goal has improved greatly. In the
Bowdoin game, especially, he made
many hard stops, including stops of
several corner shots which seemed to
the spectators to be almost impossible
to stop. Michaud and McFarland at
the defense positions play a steady, re
liable game, and McFarland especially
is very good at relieving the wings
occasionally on forays down the ice.
It was a pass from him which led to
one of the scores in the Bowdoin
game. Plourde at center and Captain
Rhinehart and Croke at the wings, are
playing a very good brand o f hockey
and improving in their pass work.
Young, Parkinson, Colburne and Tas
ker have been used as replacement ma
terial.
The first intramural hockey game
was played last Monday at four o ’clock
when Theta Kappa Phi defeated Delta
Sigma Chi 2-0. There will be three
games on all but Saturday and Sun
day; with two games on Saturday, un
til January 28, when the schedule
closes. The schedule calls fo r an
earlier finish this year, due to the
fact that there are always so many
postponed games. If the schedule and
playoffs are all finished before the
weather makes play impossible, su
pervisor Rhinehart may congratulate
himself.

There are rumors that there will be
an intra-mural bowling league if suf
ficient interest is shown by the fra 
ternities. If there are six or less en
DOVER, N. H. tered, there will be but one league,
6 Third Street
but if more are entered they will be
divided into two leagues as in hockey.
At present the alley record fo r a single
PATRONIZE
string is held by Robert Adams, Delta
Alison Beauty Shoppe
Sigma Chi, with a 138. Wade Rob
FLORENCE L. TUCKER, Prop.
erts, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, held the
Merchant Bank Bldg.,
Tel. 986
previous record with a 135. The high
Restaurant — Barber Shop A11 Branches o f Beauty Culture done total for three consecutive strings is
Hotel
by experts
held by Howard Moore ’28, who came
back for a few days’ visit, and bowled
343. The manager of the alleys, Mr.
Steaks
Chicken Pies Sturgis, is quoting a special price of
ten cents a string for the fraternity
matches.
T he relay team is fa st rounding into
shape, under the guidance of Coach
OPPOSITE P. O.
Sweet. The team will consist this
year, for the first time, o f both the
Sandwiches
Home Cooking mile and two mile teams.

LEIGHTON’S

McLANE’S DINER

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
A. B. A. Travelers’ Checks for Sale
Capital, $100,000
Surplus, $300,000

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
PREFERENCE OF FRESHMEN

The
Strafford National Bank, Dover, N. H. stands

0ll|p lurljam Anita
Hostesses
MISS ATWOOD
MISS FROST

ARTHUR R. WATSON
JEWELER
3 Third Street,
- - Dover, N. H.
Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods
Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairing
Work Satisfactory

331 Central Ave.,

Service Prompt

Tel. 164,

Dover

DIAMONDS
If you have the girl we have the
Diamond.
Diamond Rings from $25.00 to $500.00

E. R. McCLINTOCK
DIAMOND JEWELER
DOVER, N. H.

DR. FRED I. REYNOLDS
87 Washington Street, Dover, N. H.

DURHAM
CASH
MARKET
Meats and Provisions

NUTMEG HOOPSTERS
PASS TO VICTORY
Experienced Aggie Club Better Jug
glers at Storrs— Johnie Small on
Bench— Gaunt and Hagstrom
Star for Wildcats
The Connecticut “ Nutmeggers” took
the Wildcat basketball five into camp
last Saturday night at Storrs by a
score of 44 to 25. The strong Aggie
quintet, which is one of the best in
New England, was far too strong in
all departments of the game for their
opponents.
This was only the second regular
game for the Wildcat five, while their
opponents had the advantage of hav
ing played several more games. It
was the superior passing ability of
the Nutmeggers that was responsible
for the one sided score.
The New Hampshire team played a
very good game considering their lack
of playing experience this season, and
the fact that Small, star center on
last year’s quintet, was unable to play.
Gaunt and Hagstrom played well for
New Hampshire, the former playing
well on both the offense and defense.
The starting lineup for New Hamp
shire was as follows: Patch and Wile
forwards, Hagstrom center, and Gaunt
and Stolovsky guards.

HARVARD COACH DECLARES
HOCKEY A DANGEROUS GAME
Hockey, as played by the colleges, is
more dangerous than football or any
other sport is a fact that is brought
out by Joseph Stubbs, Harvard Hockey
Coach.
“ A doctor is in attendance at all
practices and games,” says Coach
Stubbs, “ and he has a most complete
equipment of medical supplies. It
might be noted that we had two very
severe injuries from skate cuts last
season, both of which required prompt
needlework. One of the visiting play
ers dislocated his shoulder in a game,
was etherized, his shoulder reset, and
strapped up without leaving the build
ing. There are very few practices or
games where the doctor leaves with
out having a call for his services.
Hockey is a dangerous game.”

K IS
KATES
NOW-SHOES

Display Vast
Improvement Against
Brown and Bowdoin

F. F. PAGE
Dover

Wildcat Pucksters Fight Way to
Hard-won Triumphs— Plourde
and Rhinehart Score Ma
jority of Goals

The Blue and White icemen took
Brown by the score of two to one, and
Bowdoin by a two to nothing score on
the Durham rink last week. The
Brown sextet lost on Wednesday in
the more interesting game of the two,
and Bowdoin went under on Saturday
in a game featured chiefly by injuries.
In both games the New Hampshire
goalie starred. In the Brown game
Beylis, substitute right wing for the
visitors, pushed the puck into the net
for the first score halfway through
the first period. Plourde broke loose
behind the Brown front line in the
second period, worked the puck
through the left defense, and shot by
the second defense fo r New Hamp
shire’s first score. In the third pe
riod, A1 Rhinehart and Harry Croke
pulled some pretty passwork down
Y. M. C. A. ADDRESSED
the ice and Croke scored to win.
BY EXETER PASTOR In the second cold game, New
Hampshire had the puck behind the
Informal Discussion Follows Talk Bowdoin blue line two thirds of the
time.
Professor Julio Berzunza, Mem
ber of Modern Language
McFarland worked the much abused
Department to Speak at
puck down the sideline and passed to
Next Meeting
Plourde for the first count in the sec
ond period, and the second came in
Reverend W. H. Jones of Exeter, the last period when Rhinehart tore
pastor to the Episcopal students at through five men and upset the Bow
the University, and an instructor at doin goalie with his try for goal.
the Phillips Exeter Academy, spoke While the goalie was on his hands
on the theme “ How Do We Attain and knees looking for the rubber,
Veracity, and What are Its Limita Croke took it from under him and
tion s?” at the regular weekly meet pushed it into the box.
ing of the Young Men’s Christian A s
Summary for the Brown game:
sociation, Monday evening. The talk N. H.
Brown
was followed by informal discussion Croke, rw
rd, Lingham
among the students.
Rhinehart, lw
Id, Perrine
At the meeting next week, which Plourde, c
c, Crins
comes at
8.30,
Professor
Julio McFarland, rd
lw, Ahern
Berzunza of the Modern Language Michaud, Id
rw, Ahern
Department, who is a recent addition Hunt, g
g, Van Winckle
to the University faculty, will speak
Goals by Beylis, Plourde, Croke.
on “ Spanish Customs and the Eco Substitutions— Parkinson for Croke,
nomic Situation in Spain.” In the Colburn for Plourde, Beylis for Crane,
near future there is to be a joint citi Molten for Crins. Referee, Nute.
zenship meeting of the Young Men’s Time, three fifteen-minute periods.
and Young Women’s Christian as Timer, Robinson. Scorer, Snodgrass.
sociations, at which Professor H. C.
Woodworth of the Extension Depart
ment will give a report on the findings TITLES DECIDED AT
of the Interim Tax Commission of
CHAMPIONSHIP BOUTS
New Hampshire of which he is a mem
ber. Professor J. O. Wellman, head
of the Department of Education, will A1 Lamar, Heavyweight Contender,
Referees Matches— Grenier and
speak on “ Changes in the Constitu
Theodos Stage Best Battle in
tion of New Hampshire.”
160-lb. Class

Congregational Denomination
highest in the church prefer
ences of the University’s Freshmen
Class with the Catholic Church rank
BEE’S BEAUTY SHOPPE
ing a close second in choice according
All Lines of Beauty Culture
to statistics compiled by the office of
$10 for a Permanent
By our new Keen Permanent Waving the Registrar on church membership
Machine
and preference. The statistics show
BEATRICE E. PARENT, Mgr.
ed the following results: Congrega
Behind P. O. Block
tional— 67 members and 36 prefer
ences; Catholic——61 members; Bap DR. CARL L. MARTIN
tist— 29 members and 13 preferences;
FLORENCE
A. HAYES Jewish— 20 members; Protestant— 7
FILLS NEW POSITION
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
members and 6 preferences; Metho
dist— 40 members and 19 preferences; Takes Place Left by Dr. Gildow— Re
Telephone 607-J
Episcopal— 33 members and 2 pref
ceived B. S. Degree in Agricul
Odd Fellows’ Building, Dover, N. H.
erences; Greek-Orthodox— 2 members;
ture at New Hampshire and
Community Church— 1 member and
Doctor’s Degree at Ohio
1 preference; Christian Church— 2
State
Durham Shoe Repairing Co. members; Christian Science— 1 mem
ber and 5 preferences; Presbyterian—
Shoe and Rubber Repairing
Dr. Carl L. Martin has been ap
Shoe Shine
Skates Sharpened 4 members; Unitarian— 1 member and
4 preferences; Universalist, Lutheran, pointed to fill the vacancy at the
University caused by the resignation
Entrance
and Friends— each 1 member.
of Dr. Elton Gildow, Station Veter
at side of Leavitt’s Cafe
inarian and Assistant Professor of
Y. W. C. A. W EEK LY MEETING
Veterinary Science who has gone to
LED BY MUSIC COMMITTEE the University of Idaho, Moscow,
Idaho to take up similar duties.
DR. DICKINSON
Dr. Martin received his B. S. de
A meeting of the Young Women’s
DENTIST
Christian Association in charge of the gree in agriculture from the Univer
sity of New Hampshire in 1925. In
458 Central Avenue,
Dover Music Committee was held Monday 1928 he was given the degree of Doc
evening, January 14. The program of
entertainment was furnished by an tor of Veterinary Medicine from Ohio
orchestra composed of Miss Margaret , State University. He was one of two
McDanolds, piano; Miss Ruth Caver - j members in his class who were recom
CLYDE L. ^
WE MAKE
ly,
violin; Miss Jeanette Rumney, vio mended to take up research work.
OUR L E N S E S
lin; and Miss Marjorie W est, drums. In this same year he passed the State
E A R PHONES
O PTOM ETRIST
In addition to both orchestra and solo Board Examinations in Massachusetts
G L A S S EYES
4 5 0 C e n tra l Ave.
selections,
there were two whistling and Connecticut.
Office Hour*
D O V E R , N .H .
On July sixth, 1928, he began gen
B-12 and 2-6
solos by Miss Agnes Raymond and
eral veterinary practice at SouthMiss Elsie Davie.
An interest group in. camp-council- bridge, Mass., and continued there un
ling will meet regularly on Thursday til he took over present duties.
Complete House Furnishings evenings for the next four or five While at New Hampshire, Martin
weeks with Miss Katharine Watson, was very active in campus affairs.
For Home and Fraternity House
director o f Physical Education for He was a member of the cross-coun
Prompt, responsible service by the Women, as leader. Seventeen girls try and varsity basketball squads, a
have signed up for this course. There member of Alpha Zeta and the Aggie
oldest furniture house in Dover.
will also be a group in fine arts with Club. He was elected to membership
Window shades made to order
Mr. Manton, Mr. John Herring, Mr. in Sigma Xi while at Ohio State.
Dr. Martin entered the University
Schramm, and Mr. Hennessy, giving
E. Morrill Furniture Co. illustrated talks on music, etchings, from his native home in Colebrook.
pictures, and drama respectively. Any He was married last year to Miss Ra
60 Third Street,
Tel. 70 one interested in these interest groups chel Davis, who graduated from New
Opposite R. R. Crossing
Hampshire in 1926.
should see Miss Henthorne.

WHITEHOUSE

Hockey Players
Twice Victors

The college boxing championships
were held Friday night in the gym.
The bouts were held this year before
the regular boxing season in order
that they might serve in part as try
outs for the team. Lamar, one of
the leading contenders for the pro
fessional heavyweight title, served in
the capacity of referee. Coach Chris
tensen and Sergeant Brown were
judges, and Paul Blaisdell, ’29 was an
nouncer.
The first fight was in the 145 lb.
class between Kibbey and Augustin
us. Augustinus won by a knockout
in the second round. The second bout
furnished the excitement of the eve
ning, when Theodos and Jean Grenier
battled to a draw at the end of three
rounds. A fter an extra round the de
cision was awarded to Theodos. The
third bout was the postponed 115 lb.
intramural championship between Ed
wards, Delta Sigma Chi, and Sacco,
Theta Kappa Phi. Sacco won a close
decision.. Lynch and Flynn met in
the fourth fight for an exhibition bout,
consisting principally of clinching and
biting shoulders. In the fifth bout
Jacques Grenier won a decision from
Dresser after three fast rounds. Au
gustinus won the 145 lb. finals by
gaining a decision over Hall. Theodos
won the 160 lb. final from Dearington
by a technical knockout in the second
round.

Good! food in sufficient quantity and of excellent
§§
4s)

^§5

quality is highly essential to “keep fit.”
Two excellent meal ticket plans are offered for
your convenience.

c/fe)

Cafeteria ticket, $6.00 value for $5.50.
7 breakfasts, 7 dinners, 7 suppers.

Meals to be

taken at your convenience or when accompanied by a
lg

guest, $6.00

The University Dining Hall

NEW BRIEF CASES and
OVERNIGHT BAGS
Just what you need to carry papers and books con
veniently during the colder months.
Class room materials for every course.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

The
Record Press
PRINTERS
Rochester, N. H.

FRATERNITIES TO
DECIDE ON BOWLING
Intra-Mural Activity Being Consid
ered— Will Give Opportunity
For More Men to Become
Participants

Equipped to give prompt and efficient
Fraternities on the campus are to
decide this week whether bowling
shall be included in the Intra-Mural
Sports Program.
Under the present system the fr a 
ternities battle for honors in hockey
and winter sports during the Winter
term. If bowling is added to the win
ter schedule it will afford an opportu
nity for more men to participate in
Intra-Mural Athletics.
Henry C. Swasey, assistant profes
sor of athletics and physical educa-'
tion and faculty member in charge of
Intra-Mural Athletics, stated Tues
day that plans have all been formu
lated for the hockey schedule which
will get under way today. As soon
as the various fraternities report
their reaction on the addition of
bowling, Professor Swasey will an
nounce what action will be taken.

service both on small orders of job
printing and the larger requirements of
book and catalog work.

Phone

R o ch e ste r 8 8 - W
and we will demonstrate the value of
our cooperation

